
MOSFETs
Overview

Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) or 
Metal-insulator-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MISFETs) to be more general

• Si MOSFETs have been the workhorse of modern microelectronics since 1960s
• Their scaling was described by Moore’s law 
• Simple concept first patented in 1926 
• But no working devices had been made until late 1950s (why?)
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Cross-section of enhancement mode nMOSFET
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOSFET

We will later discuss why enhancement 
mode FETs are desirable.



Cross section of two transistors in a CMOS gate, in an N-well CMOS process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMOS

Complementary MOS (CMOS)

The MOS capacitor
To understand MOSFETs, we must first understand the MOS capacitor. 
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p-Si

The gate could be heavily 
doped Si, or a true metal.
Al work function ~ 4.1 eV, 
slightly larger than electron 
affinity of Si.

Heavily doped “polysilicon” 
replaced Al for gate. 
Later switched back to metal. 
(We will discuss why)

Yes, SiO2 has CB & 
VB; and the band gap 
is ~8 eV.  Electron 
affinity ~ 0.95 eV.

0.95 eV



Equilibrium band diagram

Energy differences indicated by black double-headed 
arrows remain unchanged (in our approximation 
ignoring surface states)

Band profiles are linear in SiO2. Why? 
Band bending happens in Si. Why? 
Is the electric field stronger in SiO2 than in Si? Why? 
(Assuming no net charge inside SiO2.) 
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Homework 3
Outline a method to calculate and , and the length of 
the region of band bending in Si, assuming the gate metal 
has a smaller work function than the p-Si. 
Find their values given the following quantities:
Metal work function 4.1 eV 
SiO2 dielectric constant 3.9 
Si dielectric constant 11.9 
SiO2 thickness 114 nm (very old technology) 
p-Si doping NA 1.1  1015/cm3 

Electron affinity of Si 4.05 eV
Band gap of Si 1.12 eV

Electric field



Equilibrium band diagram
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Homework 3
Outline a method to calculate and , and the length of 
the region of band bending in Si, assuming the gate metal 
has a smaller work function than the p-Si. 
Find their values given the following quantities:
Metal work function 4.1 eV 
SiO2 dielectric constant 3.9 
Si dielectric constant 11.9 
SiO2 thickness 114 nm (very old technology) 
p-Si doping NA 1.1  1015/cm3 

Electron affinity of Si 4.05 eV
Band gap of Si 1.12 eV

Electric field

( eV can be calculated from NA)

Areal charge density 

V, V, nm.



This band bending is different from 
that in depletion

(more negative than the flat-band gate bias)

Electric field



(further depleted than equilibrium)



all increase in is across the oxide 
(i.e. no longer increases).



After xdmax is reached

We stopped here on Thu 9/16/2021.



Total (equivalent) capacitance of the MOS capacitor

The capacitance of the depletion region is due to 
modulation of by , as in pn junction

Homework 4 
Prove that, even for non-uniform doping of the Si, we always have the 
differential depletion capacitance (per unit area), for the pn junction, the 
Schottky junction, or the MOS capacitor: 



Homework 4 
Prove that, even for non-uniform doping of the Si, we always have the 
differential depletion capacitance (per unit area), for the pn junction, the 
Schottky junction, or the MOS capacitor: 

This is the capacitance of any space charge region consisting of a fixed charge density 
that in one dimension and whose width (depth) is modulated by an external 

electric field controlling a countercharge density to neutralize outside it. 

By Gauss’s law, the electric field difference between two sides of a slice wide of the 
space charge is , where .  

Assume that the space charge region width is at a voltage V across it, with an electric 
field profile in it, where . 

A change in voltage  a change in the space charge region width. 

Obviously, the change in total space charge (per cross section area) is . 

This additional slice of charge at the end of the space charge region increases the field at 
all x within the space charge regions by .  Therefore, the voltage 
increment . 

By definition, the capacitance .
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(Say, 1 MHz)
High frequency

subthreshold

accumulation

Capacitance vs. gate bias of MOS cap in operation regimes

flat 
band

strong inversion

(assuming no S/D contacts but only a 
body contact: small signal sufficiently 
slow for generation)
Will discuss what if there is an S contact.

Question:
Why did the industry go back to 
metal gates?

Accumulation: 

Depletion: with

Inversion:
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The subthreshold (depletion) regime

(equation holds w/o  in depletion regime)



Is there a way to make this 
slope steeper?





Use Gauss’s law to think about this.

How would the - high-f curve look when ? 

(quasi-Fermi levels)

We stopped here on Tue 9/21/2021.

similar to reverse biased pn junction:

also
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linear

assuming is independent of n.
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“output” characteristics

“transfer” characteristics @ large 
that maintains pinch-off

Simple model not only assumes constant , but also constant , ignoring 
“local body effect”. 
MOSFET physics is complicated, not “beautiful”. 



Question: What is the unit of d(log )?



Gain = gmRL assuming 
RL << Rout.

Question: Why do we need to keep the FET 
in the saturation regime?

We finished this slide set on Thu 9/23/2021.


